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Abstract
Optically-induced electrokinetics (OEK) has found many applications in biological and micro-/nano-scale manipulation,
separation, and assembly in the past decade. In this lecture, OEK is envisioned as a fundamental technology that uses
localized and real-time-reconfigurable (programmable) electric fields to enable rapid manipulation and assembly of
entities ranging from molecular to micron-scale dimensions. We will demonstrate several applications related to cancer
cell research using OEK, including 1) real-time assembly and patterning of cancer cells in hydrogels using OEK; 2)
rapid and non-UV-based patterning of hydrogels to study the effects of mechanical stress on breast cancer cell growth;
3) inducing self-rotation of cells with rotational characteristics that are uniquely related to the electrical and mechanical
properties of each type of cell; 4) differentiation of cells by their transient acceleration response under specific OEK
force fields. We will also show the multiplicity of OEK applications by demonstrating other non-biological related
results such as i) rapid fabrication of conductive polymer electrodes and nano-material sensing elements by electrokinetic forces; ii) single-step, non-UV-based, fast fabrication of micro lens arrays. Finally, we will also elaborate on many
other anticipated applications for OEK in the coming few years.
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